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Young musicians are not aware of how lucky they are. The internet with its multimedia acts as 
an instant problem solver for almost any musical problem a person might encounter. In the 
distant past when I was at the Conservatorium, when you met a practice problem, you had to 
wait for your next lesson with your teacher. In those dark days, the first rehearsal of an 
ensemble was often spent in physically copying out your own part. you see there were no 
photocopiers. We had special fountain pens with strange slanting nib for writing music and if 
we were really keen, we could copy parts for professional orchestras at a dollar a page. 

All this has gone, but today I have included part of a wonderful blog by the Kjoscompany 
dealing with out of tune saxes.
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Teaching the Saxophone Embouchure

by Bruce Pearson

No doubt you have heard those old saxophone jokes, like — “What's the difference between 
the sound of a saxophone and a lawn mower engine? Answer: You can tune the lawn mower.” 
Pretty bad, eh!

There must be a reason, however, for all those jokes about the poor tone quality and poor 
intonation of saxophone playing. In the Spring 2000 issue of Kjos Band News, I wrote an 
article entitled “A + E = T.” In other words, A (Air) + E (Embouchure) = T (Tone). But why 
have saxophones, in particular, taken the brunt of all those jokes regarding poor tone quality 
and poor intonation? I believe it is because many saxophone players are not playing with 
saxophone embouchures. Specifically, I believe that many saxophone players are playing with 
clarinet embouchures. This can be easily determined by discovering which pitch they are 
playing with their mouthpiece only. The pitch that is played on the mouthpiece of single reed 
instruments will determine the tone quality.

Assist students in forming and developing their embouchure by having each be responsible 
for providing a small mirror that can be placed on the music stand. This will allow students to 
see that their embouchure is being formed properly.

Ensure a good formation of the saxophone embouchure by having each saxophone student 
do the following:

Slip a piece of paper between the reed and the mouthpiece and slide the paper down, away 
from the tip, until it stops.

(Click here for photo 1)

And so it begins. The ongoing description couldn't be clearer, but you need to get onto our 
website at stgeorgeplayers.com.au to read the whole article and access the photos that are 
attached. How lucky are today's musicians!

DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Contact information
Fax: 8580 6221
Email: thoda@tpg.com.au
Internet:  stgeorgeplayers.com.au 
Mobile phone 0412411284 
is only available during concerts and Saturday afternoon rehearsals

Players Notes
Important dates:

Please check the ones relevant to yourself and put them in your diary.
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Competition day
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 nd2  Main Concert 

  

Tulip Festival 

TERM 4 

Solo Concert
 

Fisher’s Ghost March
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Christmas Concert
 Kogarah School of Arts

All groups. Rehearsal morning, concert 2pm
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th  8 December
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St George Masonic Club

Bowral

St George Masonic Club

Campbelltown

Saturday  Groups

Georges Jazz Giants

All  students taking private lessons.

Grainger Band

Saturday groups

Saturday Groups
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EVENT VENUE COMMENTS

STOP PRESS.  We have been accepted 
to play at the Bowral Tulip Festival 

on Sunday 6 October 2013.



AMEB exams
The November series AMEB examinations close in the 
first week of term three.  This means that we will have to 
collect enrollment forms and examination fees during the 
school holidays. If you played at our Solo concert in 
March you may be eligible to sit for an AMEB examination.  
Please talk to your teacher and be prepared to complete 
our enrollment form and pay the examination fee before 
the 18th of July. 

PLEASE NOTE THE EXAMS WILL BE HELD BETWEEN 
MID NOVEMBER AND  MID DECEMBER. 

Unfortunately there is no way to ask for a date or even to 
get a specific date for the accompanist rehearsal. There 
are so many demands on good accompanists that  we 
have to take whatever time they can give. This means 
that exams are only for students and parents who 
make music a high priority.

Exams are actually a great experience. The marking is very 
transparent so you should be able to be able to work out 
what mark you should get before you go into the exam. 
Listen for little unevenness in tone or rhythm, make sure 
there are no note mistakes and all the articulation or 
bowing is correct. Check your intonation and make sure 
you can play with the accompanist. Listen to great 
recordings and see if your sound is as good as that. Make 
sure you have dynamics and phrasing anyone can hear and 
you are well on the way. The more advanced a grade is, the 
more is expected so at the level 2 level (grade 5 up), there 
should be no difference in playing between a full 
professional and yourself. It is all an interesting challenge 
and you will find once a grade is successfully completed; 
the next grade doesn't look too bad. A step at a time.

TERM DATES
This is a 9 week term.  Lessons start in the week 
commencing on Monday 22 July with the first band and 
orchestra rehearsals on Saturday 27 July.  The last day of 
term is on Saturday 21 September 2013.  Term four starts 
on Monday 7th October 2012. There are no public 
holidays in this term.

MESSAGES
All notices and messages are put up on our webpage in 
the St George Players site under the Members' News 
Page, St George Players Facebook page as well as a 
newsletter you will receive in the mail. If you are still 
having trouble, please contact me but unfortunately 
notes are not taken home, emails bounce or are not read, 
mail is too slow for emergency notices. Unfortunately, 
there is nothing we can do to communicate with people if 
they don't read our messages.
Also note – if you are renting one of our instruments, the 
two major concerts are compulsory and other concerts 
you are expected to attend. These instruments were 
purchased  to be used as part of St George Players 
ensembles and if they are not used the ensembles are 
incomplete.

TERM 3 CONCERTS
Before I go onto next terms' concerts, I must make a 
point of congratulating everyone for the last Player's 
concert at the Maso's.  I could not believe there could be 
so much improvement. The band has done a jump from 
beginning band to music that is normally played by middle 
high school or higher. The strings and other groups also 
did an enormous leap. Congratulations! 

see the newsletter for other small concerts that are 
coming up, but I am looking forward to the next major 
concert at the Maso's on 25th August.  What can you 
achieve this time?  On 3rd August there will be a 
competition day. Players are put into small groups of 
mixed experience and must choose a leader, rehearse 
and perform a piece of music.

UNIFORMS
Are you in one of our senior groups? If so, do you have a 
full uniform consisting of a red jacket, white shirt and 
black pants? Talk to David if you need a red vest and a cap 
for outdoor functions. Jackets can be purchased for $30 
and caps for $20. We have an occasional second hand vest 
for sale.

INVOICES  AND FEES
Please carefully check the attached invoice which is based 
on last term's enrolment.  If there are any changes, or 
apparent errors, please ring Jan immediately so that we 
can amend it.   We require fees to be paid using Ezidebit 
to collect our tuition fees directly. For those people that 
do not have a credit or debit card, payment can be made 
directly from their bank account. 

Cheque or cash payments must be made in full 
before the first lesson. Lessons cannot be given if 
these fees are not paid.

Festivals
Other Festivals planned for this year include jazz at The 
Como Markets, The Bowral Tulip Festival and Fisher's 
Ghost Festival. The dates in bold have not been finalized 
by the organizers so we cannot assume those dates will 
necessarily go ahead.
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